What does Jesus say His command is?

Cross out each word below that has one of these letters in it: Z J K Q. Write the remaining words below.

THIS QUICK IS EJECT MY QUIET COMMAND JOKE LOVE KING EACH LARK OTHER ZOO.

“_________ ________

_________

___________:

_________

_________

___________.”

Remain in Jesus’ Love

How does Jesus say He loves us?

Connect the dots. Write the letters you pass, in order, on the lines below.

“__________________________, ____________________

__________________________”
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How does Jesus command us to love?

Unscramble the words on the left. Then solve the math problems to match the answers.

- SA = ___  \quad 3 + 3 = ___
- UYO = ______  \quad 5 + 6 = ___
- RTOHE = ________  \quad 8 - 4 = ___
- CAEH = ________  \quad 7 + 5 = ___
- EVLOD = _________  \quad 7 - 6 = ___
- VAHE = _________  \quad 2 + 3 = ___
- I = __  \quad 10 - 2 = ___
- EOLV = _________  \quad 1 + 2 = ___

```
3  12  4  6  8
5  1  11```

What does Jesus say is the greatest love?

Match the code with the words to fill in the blanks.

```
1  love
2  Greater
3  has
4  friends
5  one's
6  for
7  this
8  no
9  than
10  turtle
11  lay
```

```
2  1  2
1  1  1
2  2
1
```